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Abstract—Supporting video transmission over error-prone mobile ad-hoc networks is becoming increasingly important as these
networks become more widely deployed. We propose a routingaware multiple description video coding approach to support
video transmission over mobile ad-hoc networks with multiple
path transport. We build a statistical model to estimate the
packet loss probability of each packet transmitted over the
network based on the standard ad-hoc routing messages and
network parameters. We then estimate the frame loss probability
and dynamically select reference frames in order to alleviate
error propagation caused by the packet losses. We conduct
experiments using the QualNet simulator that accounts for node
mobility, channel properties, MAC operation, multipath routing,
and traffic type. The results demonstrate that our proposed
method provides 0.7-2.3 dB gains in PSNR for different video
sequences under different network settings and guarantees better
video quality for a selectably high number of users of the
network. Furthermore, we examine the estimation accuracy of
our proposed estimation model and show that our model works
effectively under various network settings.
Index Terms—multiple description coding, video communications, multipath routing, mobile ad-hoc networks, error resilience

I. I NTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in video communications
over mobile ad-hoc networks due to the deployment of ad hoc
networks in military, homeland defense, and disaster recovery
applications. However, mobile ad-hoc networks impose significant challenges to video transmissions since node mobility and
the lack of infrastructure in the network can lead to frequent
link failures and route changes. Furthermore, the link quality
is affected by fading and interference in the wireless channels.
Given the error-prone nature of the mobile ad-hoc networks
and the vulnerability of compressed video to packet losses,
it is important to provide effective error resilience for video
transmission over mobile ad-hoc networks.
Multiple description coding (MDC) has been shown to
be a promising technique for video transmission over lossy
networks [1]. With MDC, a video sequence is encoded into
multiple descriptions such that each description can be used
to reconstruct the video with low but acceptable video quality.
When more number of descriptions are received for reconstruction, higher video quality can be achieved. As long as all
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descriptions are not lost simultaneously, somewhat acceptable
quality can be maintained. In order to reduce the likelihood
of simultaneous loss of descriptions, different descriptions are
transmitted through different paths. This is referred to as MDC
with multiple path transport (MPT). MPT helps to reduce the
possibility of simultaneous loss of different descriptions and
enables load balancing in networks. Many studies show that
combining MDC with MPT leads to substantial performance
gains for video transmission over these networks [2]–[5].
However, most MDC approaches employ motion compensated prediction to exploit the temporal correlation between
video frames. This introduces a condition called “mismatch”,
in which the decoder cannot correctly reconstruct the current
frame due to the loss of a reference frame. In other words, the
errors in one frame may propagate to the subsequent frames
and significantly degrade the video quality. Many approaches
have been proposed to mitigate or eliminate mismatch [6]–[8],
yet it comes at the cost of coding redundancy. Other solutions
to address the problem are traffic allocation and path selection
for MDC with MPT [9]–[12], in which video packets are
spread over different paths based on the error characteristics
of paths to minimize end-to-end distortion.
In this paper, we propose a routing-aware MDC (RAMDC) approach with MPT to alleviate error propagation
caused by packet losses. This approach uses ad-hoc routing
messages available in the standard routing protocols to estimate the packet loss and then select the reference frames
accordingly. We first explore the relationship between packet
losses and routing messages. We build a model to estimate the
packet loss probability of each packet according to the routing
messages received by the transmitter and the transmission
delay determined by the MAC layer access mechanism and
network parameters. Based on this model, we then estimate the
frame loss probability, and apply a threshold-based algorithm
to select the reference frames to mitigate error propagation.
Unlike common reference picture selection (RPS) work [13],
[14], our approach does not require any extra channel feedback
but retrieves information from normal routing messages.
We implement and evaluate our design using the Qualnet
simulator for different video sequences and network settings.
Simulation results show that our proposed method achieves
gains in average PSNR of up to 2.3 dB and gains in a
perceptual quality metric PSNRr,f [15], [16] of up to 13.6
dB, which indicates fewer bad-quality frames for most users
over the network. We also study the estimation accuracy of
our proposed model and find that our model works effectively
under various network settings.
This paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work
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in Section II. In Section III, we describe the architecture of a
routing-aware MDC system. Section IV and Section V present
our proposed packet loss estimation method based on routing
messages and discuss our reference frame selection algorithm
for MDC using the estimated packet loss. We introduce the
simulation setup for the routing-aware MDC system in Section
VI-A and analyze our experimental results in Section VI-B.
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Combining MDC with path diversity for video communications over wireless ad hoc networks has drawn significant
attention in recent years. The research in this area can be
generally divided into two categories. One category studies
the effectiveness of MDC methods based on a specific network
model with path diversity [3]–[5]. In [3], the authors proposed
a MDC method based on the lapped orthogonal transform
and examined the performance on a two-path system with
the same capacity and error characteristics. An adaptive MD
mode selection approach is proposed in [5] to adapt to the
network conditions as well as to the video characteristics.
This approach selects the optimal MD mode by calculating the
end-to-end distortion based on the Gilbert packet loss model.
In [4], Mao et. al. compared feedback based reference picture
selection, layered coding, and MDC schemes with multipath
transport and found that MDC is preferable when a feedback
channel cannot be set up.
The other category addresses the path selection and
rate allocation problem for MDC given a particular MDC
scheme [9]–[12]. Begen et. al. proposed a multi-path selection
method that chooses a set of paths maximizing the overall
quality at the client based on the network parameters, media
characteristics and application requirements [9]. The authors
in [10] formulated a routing optimization problem that minimizes the application layer video distortion and provided
a genetic-algorithm based approach to compute two disjoint
paths for video transmission. In [11], the authors formulated
the video distortion as a function of network layer behavior
and proposed a branch-and-bound framework to produce optimal solutions. Different metrics used for the path selection
for MDC are discussed in [12], and a practical interference
aware distributed routing protocol is proposed.
Our proposed method falls into the first category; however,
instead of assuming that two node-disjoint paths with the
same error characteristics are available or the set of paths
is given, we consider multipath routing in a more practical
network and utilize the route messages to select the proper

reference frames. Our work is inspired by the reference picture
selection (RPS) methods proposed in [13], [14]. Most of the
RPS work assumes an extra feedback control channel from
the video receiver to the sender, and the receiver thus sends
an ACK/NACK for every video packet [13]. Such an approach
can lead to extra overhead and cost, especially in a large
network. Our routing-aware MDC method, on the other hand,
does not require any additional control packets or an extra
channel connection in the network. We only extract and utilize
the information embedded in typical routing messages, thus
saving network bandwidth.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
The system architecture of the proposed system is shown
in Fig. 1. The routing-aware multiple description (MD) video
encoder generates two video descriptions based on the multiple
state video coding (MSVC) method [2] and routing-aware
reference frame selection. The two descriptions are transmitted through two paths established by the multipath routing
protocol. At the receiver, the descriptions are decoded by the
MD video decoder, in which the refined error concealment
method proposed in [17] is applied to reconstruct the video
sequence from received descriptions. We discuss the MD video
encoder/decoder and the multipath routing protocol in this
section and present our packet loss estimation approach in
Section IV.
A. Multiple Description Video Encoder/Decoder
Multiple description video coding (MDC) is an effective
approach to enhance the error resilience of video transmission
over lossy networks. The general idea is to encode the video
sequence into several descriptions with equal importance.
Each description can be decoded independently or combined
with other descriptions for reconstruction. In general, the
reconstructed video achieves better video quality when more
descriptions are received.
Among the many proposed MDC algorithms [1], multiple
state video coding (MSVC) proposed by Apostolopoulos in
[2] is a very popular method since it is easy to implement
and compatible with different video standards. Thus, we
apply MSVC to our MD video encoder. At the encoder, the
video sequence is temporally downsampled into two subsequences consisting of odd and even frames, and the odd
and even frames are encoded as two descriptions using an
H.264 encoder. During the encoding process, we use routing
messages from the routing protocol to help the encoder select
the reference frames. The details are presented in Section V.
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At the decoder, we utilize the MSVC decoder with the
refined error concealment method as proposed in [17]. When
the decoder receives the corrupted descriptions, it decodes
the correctly received MBs and conceals the lost MBs with
the refined MB concealment method that considers the information from both descriptions for better recovery. The
refined intra MB concealment reconstructs the lost MBs in
the intra frames by using the temporal correlation between
adjacent intra frames in two descriptions, while the refined
inter MB concealment uses an additional reference list to
perform the motion-compensated concealment. Finally, the
concealed descriptions are interleaved to achieve the final
reconstruction.

broken. When a route breaks, the node that detects the link
failure sends a route error (RERR) message to the source node.
Once the source node receives the RERR, either a new route
is built from the route table or a route discovery is initiated
to reconstruct a new route.
We notice that the routing discovery and maintenance mechanisms in most of the routing protocols provides feedback
concerning the network conditions. This inspires us to utilize
these feedback messages to estimate the packet losses in the
network and to adapt the video coding accordingly. In this
paper, we implement SMR as our multipath routing protocol
due to its popularity and simplicity [23]. However, our solution
is not limited to this particular protocol and can be extended
to other multipath routing protocols.

B. Multipath Routing Protocol
As mentioned in Section I, combining MDC with multipath
transport is an appealing approach because it provides error
resilience as well as load balancing for video transmission over
networks. To support MDC with path diversity, a multipath
routing protocol is required to build multiple paths between
the source and destination nodes through the ad hoc network.
Many multipath routing protocols have been proposed to
support multipath transport in wireless ad hoc networks [18]–
[21]. In [18], the authors proposed a multipath extension of
dynamic source routing (DSR) [22], in which a set of alternate
link-disjoint routes are maintained. Another extension of DSR
called split multipath routing (SMR) is proposed in [19].
It focuses on building and maintaining multiple maximally
disjoint paths. AOMDV [20] and AODVM [21] are two
multipath protocols extended from the ad hoc on-demand
distance vector (AODV) routing protocol, in which AOMDV
computes multiple loop-free and link-disjoint paths [20] and
AODVM finds multiple node-disjoint paths [21].
Although these on-demand multipath routing protocols have
different optimization criteria to establish routes, they all
consist of two basic mechanisms: route discovery and route
maintenance. A route discovery process is triggered when a
source node needs a route to transmit packets to a destination
node. A route request (RREQ) message is flooded to the
entire network to find the routes. When the RREQ reaches the
destination node, a route reply (RREP) message is sent back
to the source node to build a new route. Route maintenance
deals with the situation that a route becomes worse or even

IV. PACKET L OSS E STIMATION
In this section, we present how to use routing messages
to estimate the packet losses in the network. Based on the
routing mechanisms, a RERR message is initiated when the
MAC layer fails all retransmission attempts to transmit a
packet to the next hop destination. This RERR indicates
that a link becomes unreliable and the packets transmitted
through this link suffer a high packet loss rate. Before the
source node receives the RERR, video packets sent from the
source node are still transmitted through this error-prone link
and are susceptible to losses. When the source receives the
RERR, it either reconstructs the route from the route cache
or initiates the route recovery process to find a new route.
Packets scheduled to be transmitted in the broken route during
the route recovery process are discarded and marked as lost.
In our previous work [24], we use a simple method to utilize
the routing messages, that is, every time a route error (RERR)
message is received by the source node, we assume that the
previously transmitted packet is lost. However, due to the
transmission delay of the video packets and routing messages,
a RERR may indicate possible losses of several previously
transmitted video packets. Therefore, here we propose a model
to estimate the packet loss probability of the packets sent
through an unreliable link.
Figure 2 illustrates how the RERR message correlates to
the packet losses in the network. As shown in Fig. 2, a RERR
is initiated at the intermediate node when video packet v4
exhausts all retransmission attempts and still fails to transmit
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to the next hop destination. We define the retransmission
delay of this packet as Tretrans . After time TRERR , the source
node receives the RERR and stops transmitting video packets
through the unreliable link. We see that packets v5 , v6 , v7 sent
during time period Tretrans +TRERR are still transmitted through
the unreliable link and are very susceptible to packet loss.
We assume that anytime the source receives a RERR, the
preceding video packets sent from the source follow the same
packet loss distribution under the same network conditions.
Therefore, we denote Pr(n) as the packet loss probability of
the nth preceding packet sent from the source before the source
node receives a RERR. Our main goal is to model Pr(n) and
utilize it to determine the potential corrupted frames. Due to
the random delay between link failure and RERR reception at
the source, the nth preceding packet before RERR can be sent
at a time before, right at, or after the link failure happens. We
use three states to represent these three cases: GOOD means
the packet is sent before the link failure, FAIL means the
packet fails to transmit and triggers RERR, and BAD means
the packet is sent after the link failure. According to our above
analysis, we define Pr(n) as
Pr(n) = λg ·pg (n) + λf ·pf (n) + λb ·pb (n)

(1)

where λg , λf , and λb represents the packet loss probability in
GOOD, FAIL, or BAD state respectively, and pg (n), pf (n),
and pb (n) denotes the probability of the nth preceding packet
in these three states, respectively. In the following, we estimate
the state probability distribution and packet loss probabilities
in these three states.
A. Estimation of State Probability Distribution
The state of a video packet depends on the delay of the
link failure feedback and the transmission interval of video
packets. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, v4 is the packet
that triggers RERR and hence is in FAIL state. The packets
sent before v4 (e.g. v3 ) are in GOOD state while the packets
sent after v4 are in BAD state. Therefore, we can compare
the video packet transmission interval Tdata and the delay of
the link failure feedback Tdelay to determine the state of the
packets sent before receiving the RERR by

 pg (n) = p (Tdelay ≤ (n − 1)Tdata )
pf (n) = p (nTdata ≥ Tdelay > (n − 1)Tdata )
(2)

pb (n) = p (Tdelay > nTdata )
We can calculate the video packet interval Tdata by
Tdata = L/Rt

(3)

where Rt is the transmission bitrate of the video sequence and
L is the payload size. Then in order to calculate Eq. (2), we
need to estimate the probability distribution of Tdelay .
As shown in Fig. 2, we see that Tdelay consists of two
parts: the retransmission delay of a packet that fails all retransmission attempts (denoted as Tretrans ) and the time period
to transmit the RERR to the source (denoted as TRERR ). So
we have
Tdelay = Tretrans + TRERR
(4)
The values of both Tretrans and TRERR depend on the MAC
layer access mechanism. The basic access method of the IEEE
802.11 MAC layer is the distributed coordination function
(DCF) based on the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme [25]. The DCF method
provides a basic access mechanism and an optional RTS/CTS
access mechanism. In this paper, our estimation is based on
the basic access mechanism. Our method can also be applied
to the RTS/CTS mechanism. Next, we estimate Tretrans and
TRERR based on the basic 802.11 DCF mechanism.
1) TRERR : We first estimate the time period to transmit the
RERR to the source, TRERR , by
TRERR = nhop ·TC

(5)

where nhop is the average number of hops to transmit RERR
to the source, and TC is the transmission time for a successful
RERR transmission. For the basic 802.11 access mechanism,
we have
TC = TDIFS + TH + Tctl + TSIFS + TACK

(6)

where TDIFS is the DIFS time, TH represents the transmission
time of MAC and PHY header, Tctl is the transmission time
of RERR payload, TSIFS is the SIFS time, and TACK denotes
the ACK transmission time.
2) Tretrans : We then estimate the transmission delay Tretrans
of a packet that fails to transmit from the current station to
the next hop destination after exhausting all retransmission
attempts. As shown in Fig. 3, each transmission period consists
of a defer access and a backoff process. The transmission
procedure starts when the station senses an idle distributed
inter-frame space (DIFS) and invokes a backoff procedure.
The backoff time is uniformly chosen in the range of [0, CW],
where CW is the current contention window (CW) size. Then
the station sends out the video packet. If the transmitting
station does not receive the acknowledgment (ACK) within
the ACK timeout interval, the station concludes that the
transmission has failed and invokes a retransmission process
until the retransmission limit is reached. Note that CW takes
an initial value of CWmin and exponentially increases after
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each unsuccessful transmission, until it reaches the maximum
CW size of CWmax .
Based on the above analysis, the transmission delay of a
packet that fails all retransmission attempts is
Tretrans = mTD + Tbackoff

(7)

where m is the retransmission limit, TD is the time period of
a defer access, and Tbackoff is the overall backoff time.
Similar to Eq. (6), we have
TD = TDIFS + TH + Tdata + TSIFS + TACK

=
=

λb

=

p(A1 |A0 ) · p(A0 )
p(A1 )
pm
data
[pdata + (1 − pdata ) · pACK ]m

p(A0 |A1 ) =

p(A0 ) = pm
data

(12)
(13)

By Eqs. (12) and (13), we have
λb
= [pdata + (1 − pdata )·pACK ]m ≤ 1
λf

(14)

i.e. λf is generally larger than λb .
V. P ROPOSED ROUTING - AWARE MDC

(CWmax +1)
.
(CWmin +1)

We define TBi as the backoff time in the ith retransmission,
so we have TBi ∼ U (0, Wi · Tslot ), where U (0, Wi · Tslot )
represents an uniform distribution in the range [0, Wi ] · Tslot .
Thus the overall backoff time is
m−1
m−1
X
X
Tbackoff =
TBi ∼ Us (0,
Wi ·Tslot )
(10)
i=0

λf

(8)

where Tdata is the transmission time of the data payload.
The overall backoff time is a random variable that is the
sum of a series of independent random variables uniformly
distributed in the range of [0, Wi ]·Tslot and Wi is the CW size
in the ith retransmission defined by
½ i
2 · (CWmin +1) − 1
i ≤ m0
Wi =
(9)
m0
2 · (CWmin +1) − 1 i > m0
where m0 = log2

attempts. We assume that each transmission is independent
and the loss probability of a video packet and an ACK for
an unreliable link are pdata and pACK respectively. Then we
m
have p(A0 ) = pm
data and p(A1 ) = [pdata +(1−pdata )·pACK ] ,
where m is the retransmission limit. Finally, λf and λb are
represented by

i=0

where Us (·) represents the probability distribution of the
overall backoff time Tbackoff , which is the sum of m uniform
random variables. We use Ps (t) to represent the CDF of
Tbackoff , i.e. the probability that Tbackoff is shorter than time
t is represented by Ps (t).
Finally, based on Eqs. (2)-(10), we have the state probability
distribution by

 pg (n) = Ps (∆T )
pf (n) = Ps (Tdata + ∆T ) − Ps (∆T )
(11)

pb (n) = 1 − Ps (Tdata + ∆T )
where ∆T = (n−1)Tdata −TRERR −mTD .
B. Estimation of Packet Loss Probability λg , λf , and λb
λg refers to the packet loss rate of a good link, in which
the ACK is received to indicate a successful transmission.
Therefore, we assume λg = 0. λb is defined as the packet
loss rate of an unreliable link, which is the probability that
the video packet does not reach the next hop destination
successfully. λf is the packet loss rate for the video packet
that fails all transmission attempts and triggers the RERR.
Based on the MAC layer mechanism, we know that each time
a video packet fails a transmission, it means either the video
packet fails to transmit to the next hop destination or the ACK
message is not received by the transmitter. Thus, λf is the
conditional packet loss probability for the video packet that
fails all transmission attempts.
Let A0 denote the event that the video packet is lost and A1
denote the event that the video packet fails all transmission

Given the packet loss probability estimated from routing
messages, we seek to design a routing-aware MDC method
that can improve the error resilience of the reconstructed
video. Since error propagation is probably the most important
problem for video transmitted over error-prone channels [26],
our design goal is to reduce error propagation caused by the
video packet losses. Our design achieves this goal by using
the reference frame selection technique to reduce error propagation, i.e., select proper reference frames that do not suffer
packet losses. For every video frame that may be corrupted,
our design can estimate the frame corruption probability and
avoid using this frame as a reference frame if the corruption
probability is higher than a certain threshold. In the following,
we describe the details of the frame corruption estimation and
the reference selection algorithm for our MDC method.
In Section IV, we discussed the process to estimate the
packet loss probability of each transmitted packet based on
the routing messages. Based on the received RERR message,
we estimate the packet loss probability of the nth preceding
packet sent from the source as Pr(n), which corresponds to the
packet loss probability of the video packet with index vi . We
now use the estimated packet loss probabilities to determine
the frame corruption probability of each frame by
Y
p(fk ) = 1 −
(1 − p(vi ))
(15)
vi ∈fk

where p(vi ) is the packet loss probability for packet vi in frame
fk , and the frame corruption probability of fk is defined by
the probability that any packet in frame fk is lost. That is,
we consider the whole frame as corrupted as long as part of
the frame is lost and the corrupted frame is removed from
the reference frame list. This simplifies the reference frame
selection algorithm. As a future work, we can further improve
our algorithm by performing reference frame selection on
partial frames.
We use the frame corruption estimation results to assist the
reference frame selection. During the encoding process, we
initialize the reference list that consists of previously encoded
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Procedure 1 Encode a video packet for transmission
1: while have video context to send do
2:
Initiate reference list for current frame
3:
for all reference frames in current description do
4:
if the frame corruption probability of the reference is
larger than a threshold then
5:
Remove the frame from the reference frame list
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
if no frames are available in the reference list then
9:
Add available frames in the other description to the
reference list
10:
end if
11:
Encode a packet of video using selected references and
transmit it through one of the two paths
12:
if receive a RERR message that implies a link failure
then
13:
Estimate the RERR delay and determine the packet
loss probability for affected packets
14:
if a route is available in the route cache then
15:
Reconstruct a new route from the route cache
16:
else
17:
Initiate the route recovery process
18:
repeat
19:
Mark the packets scheduled to be sent through
the broken route as lost
20:
until receive a RREP to build a new route
21:
end if
22:
Estimate the frame corruption probability based on
the estimated packet loss probability
23:
end if
24: end while

frames in the same description. Next, we remove the frames
with a frame corruption probability greater than a threshold
pthres from the list. If all frames are removed from the reference
list, we check the previously encoded frames in the other
description and add frames with p(fk ) < pthres to the list. The
current frame is encoded using the reference frames in the
list and transmitted over the networks. The process is shown
in Procedure 1. By not using the possible damaged frame as
reference, we expect to reduce error propagation due to packet
losses. Moreover, our proposed approach only relies on the
standard ad-hoc routing messages and it does not incur any
extra overhead.
Despite minimizing frame corruption estimation errors
through careful modeling, estimation errors may still occur
due to the random feedback delay of routing messages. These
unexpected estimation errors can reduce the gains of our
design: failing to detect corrupted frames (miss-detections)
can lead to error propagation, and incorrectly identifying good
frames as corrupted (false-alarms) can reduce video coding
efficiency. To address the estimation errors, we can change
the threshold pthres used for frame corruption detection to
achieve a flexible tradeoff between the error resilience and
coding efficiency. By configuring pthres , we can adapt our
design to different scenarios, e.g., we can reduce pthres for

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Region
Number of nodes
Mobility model
PHY data rate
Transmission Power
MAC layer protocol
Playout deadline

500 m× 500 m
50
Random waypoint model:
node speed 0 ∼ 10 m/s,
pause time 120 s
5.5 Mbps
15 dBm
802.11b CSMA/CA
350 ms

the applications that are sensitive to error propagation. In
Section VI-B, we study the overall estimation accuracy of our
proposed approach under various pthres values.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we first introduce the simulation setup
for our routing-aware MDC system and then discuss the
performance of our proposed method under various conditions.
A. Implementation and Simulation Setup of the Routing-aware
MDC scheme
We have simulated the routing-aware MDC system using the
modified JM codec and the Qualnet simulator, and we have
examined the performance of the reconstructed video at the
receiver under varying network settings. First, we simulated
a two-path transport system over a mobile ad-hoc network
using the Qualnet simulator. The routing information received
at the transmitter is recorded and fedback to the JM encoder.
Based on the MAC layer parameters, routing information, and
our packet loss estimation model, we estimated the packet
loss probability for each packet and used it to guide the
reference frame selection during encoding. Then we generated
the corrupted video bitstream based on the encoded video
sequence and the network simulations. Finally, we decoded
the bitstream using our refined error concealment method for
MDC [17]. Details of the network settings, parameters for
the estimation model, and video source statistics are described
below.
1) Network Settings: We use a QualNet simulator to evaluate our routing-aware MDC over a mobile ad-hoc network.
Unless otherwise specified, we choose network parameters as
shown in Table I. In the ad-hoc network, nodes are uniformly
placed in a 500m×500m region, where the connectivity of any
two nodes is determined by the network topology and the communication range. The movement of each node is characterized
by a random waypoint model [27] with parameters shown in
the table. A pair of source and destination nodes is randomly
chosen to transmit video packets. We use IEEE 802.11b,
which employs CSMA/CA as the MAC layer protocol and
we implement SMR as the multipath routing protocol. Packets
are dropped if they do not reach the destination by the playout
deadline of 350 ms.
QualNet uses a wireless communication medium model
to simulate the propagation of signals between nodes [28].
This model takes into account propagation delays and signal
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF IEEE 802.11 B
Parameter
Slot time Tslot
PHY header
MAC header
ACK packet
DIFS time TDIFS
SIFS time TSIFS
CWmin
CWmax
Retransmission limit

TABLE III
AVERAGE PSNR FOR CODED F OREMAN SEQUENCE AT 400

Value
20 µs
192 bits
224 bits
112 bits + PHY header
50 µs
10 µs
31
1023
7

PSNR (dB)
Without losses
With losses (p=4.5%)

attenuation due to path loss, fading, and shadowing. In our
simulation, we choose a two-ray path loss model that considers
a line-of-sight path and a reflection from flat earth in the
pathloss calculation. We use a Rayleigh fading model to calculate the effect of a propagation path on the signal strength and
lognormal shadowing model to calculate the signal attenuation
caused by obstruction on a propagation path.
2) Parameters for The Estimation Model: In Section IV,
we propose a statistical model to estimate the packet loss
probability of each packet transmitted over the networks based
on the routing messages and MAC layer parameters. We
assume that all the nodes in the network employ the DCF basic
access mechanism for packet transmission. The parameters for
packet loss estimation are shown in Table II.
3) Video Source and Performance Metrics: We consider
five video sequences “Foreman”, “Coastguard”, “Motherdaughter”, “News”, and “Silent”, which are all at CIF format
with 150 frames at a frame rate of 15 fps. The video sequences
are encoded into RTP packets with a packet size of 500
bytes. We generate two descriptions for each video sequence
and the bitrate of each video sequence is 400 kbps, which
corresponds to a bitrate of 200 kbps for each description. The
two descriptions are transmitted through two paths over the
network. For each network scenario, each video sequence is
sent repeatedly 500 times to generate statistically meaningful
quality measures.
We use average PSNR of all frames over all realizations
to evaluate the objective video quality of the decoded video
sequences. In addition, we introduce PSNRr,f proposed in
[15], [16] to evaluate the perceptual video quality because
video sequences with close average PSNR may reveal different
perceptual video quality for human viewers due to the nonlinear behavior of the human visual system.
PSNRr,f is defined as the PSNR achieved by f % of the
video frames for r% of the realizations, which shows the video
quality guaranteed for r% of realizations among f % of the
frames. The definition of PSNRr,f can be written as
PSNRr,f = argx Preal (Pframe (PSNR > x) ≥ f ) ≥ r)

KBPS

WITHOUT AND WITH TRANSMISSION LOSSES

(16)

where Pframe (PSNR > x) is the percentage of frames that
have PSNR higher than x in one realization and Preal (Ω) is
the percentage of realizations that satisfy the condition Ω. For
example, PSNRr=80%,f =90% = 35 dB means that there are
80% of the realizations having 90% of the frames with PSNR
higher than 35 dB.

SDC
35.77
32.20

MDC
34.56
32.45

RA-MDC
34.50
33.51

We use PSNRr,f to evaluate the perceptual video quality
because of two findings [15], [16], [29]: (1) The bad-quality
frames dominate users’ experience with the video; (2) For
PSNRs higher than a certain threshold, increasing PSNR does
not help to enhance the perceptual video quality. We know
that average PSNR treats every frame equally and does not
perfectly correlate with the perceptual video quality because
of the non-linear behavior of the human vision system. While
PSNRr,f can capture the performance loss due to damaged
frames in a video sequence (f %).
Furthermore, PSNRr,f captures the performance experienced by a user for multiple uses (r%) of the network, or
alternatively, it can be interpreted as a performance indicator
for multiple users (r%) of the network.
B. Results and Discussion
Using the simulation setup described in Section VI-A, we
simulated the routing-aware MDC (RA-MDC) method with
MPT and compared the end-to-end performance with single
description coding (SDC) and MDC with MPT. For SDC and
MDC , we use the same MPT strategy such that even and
odd frames are transported through two separate routes. For
both RA-MDC and MDC methods, we apply the refined error
concealment method proposed in [17] to conceal MB-level
losses while the frame loss concealment method in JM is
applied to conceal frame-level losses. We first study the overall
video performance of the three methods and we examine
the estimation accuracy of our proposed model under various
network settings.
1) Overall Performance: First, we examine the case that the
transmission power of each node is 15 dBm and the overall
packet loss rate in the network is around 4.5%. We show
the PSNR values of each frame in one realization in Fig. 4.
When the packets are transmitted successfully, SDC achieves
slightly higher PSNR than MDC and RA-MDC because the
coding efficiency of MDC and RA-MDC decreases due to the
decreased correlation between adjacent frames. When packet
loss happens, the PSNR value of the corrupted frame drops
and the errors propagate to all subsequent frames of SDC
(dashed line with triangle marker) until an I-frame is received.
For MDC (dash-dot line with cross marker), the errors only
propagate in the description on the broken route and the PSNR
oscillates as shown in Fig. 4. Meanwhile, the RERR packets
indicate the packet losses in the network fairly accurately and
our proposed RA-MDC (solid line with point marker) method
can effectively stop the error propagation in the subsequent
frames.
Then we look at the PSNR performance of the three
methods without and with transmission losses in Table III. We
see that for the coded Foreman sequence without transmission
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this realization are 33.53 dB, 33.29 dB, and 34.34 dB respectively
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Fig. 5. Comparing PSNRr,f of SDC, MDC, and RA-MDC, Foreman sequence (CIF, 15fps) at 400 kbps, packet loss rate 4.5%. Average PSNRs of SDC,
MDC, and RA-MDC are 32.20 dB, 32.45 dB, and 33.51 dB respectively

losses, SDC achieves highest PSNR under the same bitrate,
while MDC has a PSNR slightly higher than RA-MDC. On the
other hand, RA-MDC achieves the highest average PSNR in
the presence of moderate transmission losses. The results show
that both MDC and RA-MDC trade coding efficiency for the
reconstructed video quality under transmission losses, while
RA-MDC provides a better tradeoff between coding efficiency
and error resilience. Based on the frame loss estimation in RAMDC, fewer frames are used as reference for RA-MDC, which
leads to a 0.06 dB lower PSNR than MDC when there is no
transmission loss. However, the RA-MDC achieves 1 dB gain
in PSNR under transmission losses, since it can effectively stop
error propagation by not using corrupted frames as reference.
As discussed in Section VI-A3, average PSNR among
all frames over all realizations does not correlate very well

with the perceptual video quality. Therefore, we present
PSNRr,f [15] to assess better the perceptual video quality of
the three methods.
Figure 5(a) and 5(b) compare the PSNRr,f results for
Foreman sequence with fixed values of r and f , respectively.
Figure 5(a) shows the PSNRr,f values for the three coding
methods with fixed r = 80%, which indicates the delivered
video quality guaranteed for 80% of the users for f percentage
of the frames. In Fig. 5(a), we see that about 28%, 16%, and
5% of the frames in 80% of the realizations have a PSNR
lower than 25 dB for SDC, MDC, and RA-MDC, respectively.
This shows that RA-MDC has the fewest bad-quality frames
for 80% of the channel uses. Figure 5(b) presents PSNRr,f for
SDC, MDC, and RA-MDC with fixed f = 85%. This figure
shows that RA-MDC guarantees a better video quality for most
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Fig. 6. Performance under different packet loss rates for Foreman sequence (CIF, 15fps) at 400 kbps. Transmission power varies from 10 dBm to 15 dBm
to achieve different packet loss rates.
TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT VIDEO SEQUENCES UNDER DIFFERENT PACKET LOSS RATE

Coastguard
Foreman
Mother-daughter
News
Silent

SDC
28.30
32.20
39.40
37.24
35.13

packet loss
PSNR
MDC RA-MDC
28.38
29.03
32.45
33.51
39.86
40.63
37.50
38.53
35.20
35.89

rate 4.5%
PSNRr=80%,f =85%
SDC
MDC RA-MDC
21.42
23.77
27.76
21.22
24.49
29.07
27.86
34.20
38.66
22.47
29.63
36.06
24.93
29.66
33.85

of the realizations compared to the other two methods. For
example, RA-MDC guarantees a PSNR of 29.07 dB for 85%
of the frames in 80% of the realizations, while SDC and MDC
can only guarantee a PSNR of 24.50 dB and 21.22 dB for the
same values of r and f . This indicates that RA-MDC provides
better video quality for most of the users over the network.
Next, we examine the performance of the three methods
under different packet loss rates. In the simulations, we varied
the transmission power from 15 dBm to 10 dBm to achieve
packet loss rates in the range of 2.2%-12.9%. Figure 6(a)
presents the average PSNR under different packet loss rates.
We see that the gains in PSNR provided by RA-MDC increase
as the packet loss rate increases. This is because the gain
of error resilience for RA-MDC overcomes the reduction in
coding efficiency. In Fig. 6(b), we present PNSRr,f under
different packet loss rates with r = 80% and f = 85%. The
results show that RA-MDC outperforms MDC by about 5 dB
and outperforms SDC by about 8 dB, which indicates that
RA-MDC provides better video quality for most of the users
under various packet loss rates.
Finally, we present the performance of the three methods for
five different video sequences under two typical packet loss
rates in Table IV. These results show that RA-MDC achieves
gains in PSNR in the range of 0.7-2.3 dB compared to SDC,
and gains in PSNR in the range of 0.7-1.4 dB compared to
MDC. Furthermore, RA-MDC increases PSNRr=80%,f =85%

SDC
27.16
30.51
37.91
35.43
33.61

packet loss
PSNR
MDC RA-MDC
27.62
28.52
31.23
32.67
38.91
39.99
36.38
37.72
34.32
35.24

rate 8.8%
PSNRr=80%,f =85%
SDC
MDC RA-MDC
18.79
22.30
25.16
18.67
22.49
26.84
24.29
32.00
34.28
20.42
27.89
31.41
20.32
26.59
29.32

by up to 13.6 dB as compared to SDC and by up to 6.4 dB
as compared to MDC.
2) Model Estimation Accuracy: We showed that RA-MDC
improves both objective and perceptual video quality of delivered videos in Section VI-B1. This indicates that our proposed
method can accurately estimate the frame corruption based
on the routing messages and network parameters. Now we
examine the performance of our estimation process under
various network settings to verify its robustness.
We can consider the frame corruption estimation problem as
a binary classification problem, in which we try to determine
whether a frame is corrupted or not based on the routing
information and network conditions. Therefore, we can run
a binary hypothesis test to evaluate the performance of our
frame corruption estimation. There are two hypotheses: H0
corresponds to the situation that a frame is correctly received;
H1 corresponds to the situation that a frame is corrupted.
Based on our estimation model, we have our estimation
outcomes A0 and A1 , where A0 means we estimate the frame
to be correctly received and A1 means we treat the frame as
corrupted. Then we can use two error probabilities to measure
the accuracy of our estimation. PFA = P (A1 |H0 ) is referred
to as a false alarm, which corresponds to the probability
of detecting a corrupted frame when the frame is actually
correctly received. PMISS = P (A0 |H1 ) is referred to as a missdetection, which corresponds to the probability of detecting a
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TABLE VI

1

PFA

Random Guess
Our Estimation

0.9

0.7

PMISS

PMISS

UNDER DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NODES

Number of Nodes
20
40
50
60
80

0.8

0.6

AND

pthres=1

PFA
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008

PMISS
0.144
0.164
0.155
0.169
0.164

0.5
Worse

0.4
pthres=0.8

0.3
0.2
0.1

pthres=0.6

Better
pthres=0.1
pthres=0

Perfect Estimation
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
PFA

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 7. ROC curve for pthres ∈ [0, 1]. Varying pthres provides a trade-off
between PFA and PMISS .
TABLE V
PFA , PMISS

UNDER DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION POWERS

Transmission Power
15 dBm
14 dBm
13 dBm
12 dBm
11 dBm
10 dBm

PFA
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.014
0.016
0.019

PMISS
0.155
0.195
0.229
0.267
0.315
0.372

correctly received frame when the frame is actually corrupted.
First, we plot a receiver operating curve (ROC) [30] to
represent the possible values of PFA and PMISS under various
pthres in the range of [0, 1] in Fig. 7. This figure is generated
using the default network settings presented in Section VI-A
with transmission power of 15 dBm. In this ROC space, the
(0, 0) point represents perfect estimation and the diagonal line
denotes a completely random guess. Therefore, the closer the
point is to the lower left corner, the better the overall accuracy
of the estimation. In Fig. 7, we see that the ROC curve of
our estimation is close to the lower left corner for the pthres
values in the range of [0.1, 0.6], where we achieve a very low
probability of a false classification while maintaining a fairly
low probability of missing a corrupted frame. This suggests
that by choosing a pthres value in that range, our estimation
method yields fairly good performance.
Next, we examine the accuracy of our estimation method
under different network settings. Here we choose pthres = 0.5.
Table V presents PFA and PMISS values under different transmission powers. We see that the false alarm probability is
constantly low under different transmission powers, which
leads to negligible unnecessary reduction in coding efficiency.
Meanwhile, the miss-detection probability indicates that our
proposed estimation method can detect most of the corrupted
frames. We notice that the performance of the estimation
becomes worse as the transmission power reduces. This is
because when the transmission power decreases, the network
connectivity becomes worse. The loss probability of routing

messages may increase, which leads to more miss-detections.
We also investigate the impact of the number of nodes on
our estimation accuracy. As shown in Table VI, varying the
number of nodes has little impact on the false alarm probability and miss-detection probability. Similarly, our experiments
show that the estimation accuracy is insensitive to the network
size, transmission bitrate, and number of retransmissions.
Thus, we omit these results due to space limitations.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We propose a routing-aware MDC approach with multipath
transport to enhance the error robustness of video transmission
over wireless ad-hoc networks. We establish a model to
estimate the packet loss probability of each packet based on
routing messages and network parameters. Then we use the
estimated packet loss probability to select the proper reference
frames for MDC in order to reduce error propagation. Our
proposed method does not require any additional feedback
channel or extra overhead while it nicely captures the potential
frame corruption during transmission.
We examine our proposed RA-MDC method using a modified JM coder and the QualNet simulator. The simulation
results show that our method achieves up to 2.3 dB gains in
PSNR for different video sequences under different network
conditions. Using PSNRr,f as a multiuser perceptual quality
measure, the results also indicate that RA-MDC guarantees
better perceptual video quality for multiple users. In addition,
we show that our proposed method has good estimation
accuracy under various network settings, which leads to the
improvement of the delivered video.
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